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 The client software is an extension of the cs_outpost server software. These mods add gameplay and content to Counter-Strike 2D . Class The classes of the game are the five basic types of gameplay in Counter-Strike: the assault class (including the pistol and assault rifle), the scout class (including the assault shotgun, the sniper rifle and the assault carbine), the medic class (including the SMG and the
shotgun), the engineer class (including the RPG and the sniper rifle) and the spy class (including the submachine gun and the pistol). Each class is further divided into three ranks, which can be upgraded in skill points and skill points can be used to increase the damage of weapons. Some of the weapon types, such as the SMG, the sniper rifle, the assault carbine, the pistol and the shotgun, have several

options that allow the player to customize the weapon's firing pattern. The weapon can be set to be fully automatic, semi-automatic, burst or single-shot. The player can also configure the weapon to fire in a wide arc, or with a laser or infrared scope. The class of the player can be changed from the start of the game. A map can also be selected to start the game with a specific class, such as the scout
class. Game modes The standard game mode for Counter-Strike is a team game, with two teams of about six players each. The game consists of rounds, where the team that wins a certain number of rounds wins the game. The game is often played with a number of rounds with increasing difficulty. Counter-Strike has a number of variants and game modes, including: Team deathmatch: the teams play
against each other, but the losing team is eliminated. Bomb defusal: players on the opposing team must plant three bombs that must be defused by their teammates within the time limit. This is the standard mode for most Counter-Strike mods. Demolition: the defending team must protect an area in the middle of the map while the attacking team must place charges in a number of locations and then

blow up the area. Free for all: the two teams face off against each other. There is no time limit. Flag: the defending team must protect an area in 82157476af
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